Route maintenance and Scalability improvement of DSR, based on Relay node identification after locating Link-failure over MANET
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Abstract: In Dynamic Source Routing, each source determines the route to be used in transmitting its packets to destination. Route Discovery determines the optimum path for a transmission between a given source and destination. Route Maintenance ensures that the transmission path remains optimum and loop-free as network conditions change, even if this requires changing the route during a transmission. Many protocols were proposed to maintain route from high data loss and transition delay due to frequent link failure but doesn’t take the decision on basis of location of failure link in source route and also doesn’t take advantages of Relay node identification in partitioned source route. From this point of view in our paper we propose an algorithm with the help of local link repairing and improvement strategy based on the location of link failure inside source route over mobile ad-hoc network. Through this paper we introduce our proposed approach based on DSR, which takes decision on the basis of the location of Relay node (where link failure is detected) in source route. We think our new approach can be able to improve packet salvaging, packet delivery ratio and reducing end to end delay to improve the scalability of Mobile Ad-hoc network.
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I. Introduction

In the routing of mobile ad hoc networks (MANET), frequent link breaks occur in the path due to unrestricted node mobility and node failures which violate the quality of service (QoS) requirements. Routing in MANET is critical due to its dynamic topology. In Case of Reactive routing protocol every node in the network obtains a route to a destination on a demand fashion. Reactive protocols do not maintain up-to-date routes to any destination in the network and do not generally exchange any periodic control messages. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) is a reactive routing protocol for wireless mesh networks. It is similar to AODV in that it forms a route on-demand when a transmitting computer requests one. However, it uses source routing instead of relying on the routing table at each intermediate device. This protocol is truly based on source routing whereby all the routing information is maintained (continually updated) at mobile nodes. It has only two major phases, which are Route Discovery and Route Maintenance. Route Reply would only be generated if the message has reached the intended destination node (route record which is initially contained in Route Request would be inserted into the Route Reply). In case of route discovery the source sends a broadcast packet which contains source address, destination address, request id and path. If a host saw the packet before, discards it. Otherwise, the route looks up its route caches to look for a route to destination. If not find, appends its address into the packet rebroadcast if finds a route in its route cache, sends a route reply packet, which is sent to the source by route cache or the route discovery. On other hands Route Maintenance indicates whenever a node transmits a data packet, a route reply, or a route error, it must verify that the next hop correctly receives the packet. If not, the node must send a route error to the node responsible for generating this route header intermediate nodes “eavesdrop”, adjust cached routes. Source deletes route; tries another if one cached, or the source restart the route discovery.

II. Link Failure In Manet

On-demand routing protocol relies on global flooding of route request packet for the route discovery. Once the source performs the route discovery successfully, data are sent via the discovered route. However, due to the dynamic and mobile nature of the nodes, intermediate nodes in the route tend to lose connection with each other during the communication process, that is, the route is likely to be broken. When this occurs, different protocols may take different actions to re-establish a route in order to maintain the communication channel between the source and destination nodes.

fig. Link failure in Manet
According to above figure (Section-II), a route is discovered and established between the source node S and the destination node D. Nodes A and B are intermediate nodes in the established route. In the situation that the link between A and its next node B break off, the route between S and D is said to be broken. When DSR is used, A sends back an ERROR message to the data source S after which S initiates another round of route discovery process in an attempt to find a new route to D. This mechanism, used by DSR, is also known as end-to-end route recovery and is not scalable.

### III. Assumption Of Local Link Repairing Mechanism In Manet

According to above Figure, if the direct link (A→B) breaks off, there should exist, in most cases, some indirect route from A to the original next node B through some neighbour node C. In these situations, if a request packet is sent out to find the original next hop or other node which is at the further part of the original route with limited time-to-live (eg. 2 hops), the possibility of repairing the current route should be high and the overhead should be much lower than using end-to-end global recovery.

### IV. Local Link Repairing Process In Manet

According to above figure (Section-II) and also with above assumptions, an algorithm was proposed which described below: When an intermediate node A discovers that the link to the next hop has broken, it would:

1. **Start**
   - Save the data packet into local repair data buffer, set a timeout timer with a timeout (can be tuned).

2. **Stop**
   - If no reply received after the local repair timer expires, the data packet is dropped, and an error message is send back to the source from A, the source may then initiate a new round of end-to-end route discovery.

3. **Send out a two-hop wide local recovery request containing a sequence of nodes including all the further nodes on the original route from A till the destination node D.** Any node on receiving the local recovery request, will check whether it is on the node list and if it is, would send back a local recovery reply.

4. **On receiving local recovery request from an intermediate node, A salvages the data packet at the local repair buffer and transmits it using the repaired route.** At the same time, it would send the repaired route and broken link information back to the source S. The source would use the repaired route for future communication.

### V. Route Repairing With Down Stream Node Information In Manet

Consider two paths, P (A, B, C, D, E, F, G) and P(H, I, C, D, E, F, G), in the network as shown in above Figure. Suppose when node C sends a data packet to node G along P (A, B, C, D, E, F, G), C found out that the link (E, F) is broken. Then, this information is disseminated to all upstream nodes of C in both paths. On receiving the link breakage information nodes A, B, H, and I modify the paths by removing sub path P (F, G). Otherwise, attempting to use this broken link may cause delay. At current node C when an existed broken link is found between node E and F then for each path P in the Routing Table that contains a link (E, F), C found out that the link (E, F) is broken. Then, this information is disseminated to all upstream nodes of C in both paths. On receiving the link breakage information nodes A, B, H, and I modify the paths by removing sub path P (F, G). So we can write, P – rem (P, F). Sends a Broken Link Message to its upstream nodes, if any, of all paths that contain (E, F). If C received a broken link message from its downstream node in an existing path, then for each path P in the Routing Table that contains a link (E, F), C sends a Broken Link Message to its upstream nodes, if any, of all paths that contain (E, F).
VI. Our Proposed Algorithm

Many Route repair mechanisms for MANET are suffering from certain limitations. The main limitation of DSR is more bandwidth consumption due to flooding. Lots of error messages makes congestion in ad-hoc network and also more packet drops creates huge difficulties. Due to Local Link Recovery Mechanisms Network always takes decision on the basis of local information and overhead on all intermediate nodes are more and all intermediate node work on same mechanism irrespective of their location in the source route. This is really a limitation. Even in case of Downstream Nodes Information if failed link is far away from the destination then it may cause overhead on intermediate nodes and if nodes are highly movable then more links failure occurs and may degrade the performance of the network. In our proposed algorithm we think that we can overcome all of these aforesaid limitations on Mobile Ad-Hoc Network. Consecutive steps of our proposed approach are given below.

Step 1: Relay node first makes a search it’s route information buffer and find out that is there any route attached with destination or not.

Step 2: If there is no link failure and if route found then forward the packet through that informed route to destination and inform to source about this route.

Step 3: If route does not found then relay node identifies its location in the failed source route.
Step 4: Relay node can be identified at any position in the source route over MANET. So we can introduce our proposed concept i.e zone partitioning of source route and localized existence of relay node inside on it. Here three cases arise.

Case 1: Existence of relay node inside source within its first neighbour zone over the source route.

![Fig. Relay node inside source with its first neighbour zone](image1)

Case 2: Existence of relay node inside neighbour to neighbour (N-N) zone over the source route.

![Fig. Relay node inside neighbour to neighbour zone](image2)

![Fig. Proposed flow chart with activities when realy node is on source with its first neighbour zone](image3)
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Fig. Proposed flow chart with activities when relay node is on neighbour to neighbour zone

**Case 3:** Existence of relay node inside Destination with its nearest neighbour zone over the source route.

![Diagram of network](image)

**Fig. Relay node inside destination with nearest neighbour zone**
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VII. Result Of Experiment With Simulation

We can use NS-2 simulator to evaluate our proposed approach. We compare our approach with DSR approach. Following graph shows the result analysis which can be achieved by NS-2.

**Packet delivery ratio:** The ratio of the number of delivered data packet to the destination. This illustrates the level of delivered data to the destination.

\[
\frac{\sum \text{Number of packet receive}}{\sum \text{Number of packet send}}
\]

**End to End delay:** The average time taken by a data packet to arrive in the destination. It also includes the delay caused by route discovery process and the queue in data packet transmission. Only the data packets that successfully delivered to destinations that counted.

\[
\frac{\sum (\text{arrive time} - \text{send time})}{\sum \text{Number of connections}}
\]
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Through Fig1, we can see that PDR ∝ no of nodes, but after a certain range no of nodes are inversely proportional to PDR. i.e according to the graph, when no of nodes>60 then PDR ∝ (1/no of nodes). Through Fig2, we can see that if no of nodes is less then (E-E delay of DSR ~ E-E delay of our approach) is very less. If no of nodes increases, then E-E delay of our approach<< E-E delay of DSR.

VIII. Conclusion

Our new approach can be able to improve packet salvaging, packet delivery ratio and reducing end to end delay to improve the route maintenance as well as scalability of Mobile Ad-hoc network. According to our proposed route maintenance algorithm we can identify the location of Relay node when link failure occurs on source route. After identification inside a particular zone it will execute its proposed technique to deliver the data packet to the destination. Our approach also reduces no of error message inside the Ad-hoc network. Thus we can improve scalability of DSR. In our paper we propose an algorithm with the help of local link repairing and improvement strategy based on the location of link failure inside source route over mobile ad-hoc network. Through this paper we introduce our proposed approach based on DSR, which takes decision on the basis of the location of Relay node (where link failure is detected) in source route.
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